
“Flamingo Chicks makes disabled children feel free.” 
Poppy, aged 9, Flamingo Chick
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Introduction
Flamingo Chicks was founded in December 2013 out of a 
frustration with the lack of opportunities for children with 
additional needs to access physical and wellbeing activities 
alongside their friends.

Right from the start we were overwhelmed with the 
demand for our service, with 200 families applying for the 
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Since then, parents, carers and volunteers joined forces 
to create a community to inspire our children, a place so 
exciting that children without disabilities also wanted to 
join in the fun.

In just two short years, Flamingo Chicks has become a powerful community of people working 
together to provide a better life for disabled children and their families. Our dance school not 
only transforms the lives of children and their parents who walk through its doors, but also 
showcases to others what’s possible when people believe in what disabled children can do. 
This report is a celebration of our exciting journey so far, telling our story of how Flamingo 
Chicks has become a lifeline for children and their families while challenging perceptions 
about disability. 

We have only just begun our journey and have such exciting plans for the road ahead. We’re 
scaling our work across the UK and overseas. In 2016 we’ll be working in countries such as 
Ghana – a country dubbed ‘the worst place in the world to be disabled1’ and where those 
with disabilities experience particularly tough lives. We’re also evolving from an organisation 
to a movement of people campaigning for disabled children to enjoy their right to have 
opportunities to have fun and develop.

Excitingly, our children will be leading #balletnotbarriers, championing the interests of their 
peers and showing the world just what they’re capable of.

Our wonderful volunteers and supporters have made all of our achievements possible. We’re 
so grateful to everyone who has believed in us and contributed to our work, whether through 
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We’ll only be able to achieve our exciting plans with even more support. If, after reading this 
report, you’d be interested in helping us then please do get in touch. We’d love to welcome 
you to our family.

Katie
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Our purpose
It’s just as important for disabled children to get exercise, have fun and develop new skills as 
it is for other children. However, disabled children do not have the same opportunities as their 
peers. We think this is wrong. And we’re on a mission to change things. 

Flamingo Chicks gives disabled children the chance to enjoy ballet while developing key skills, 
and provides their parents with a vital network of support.

Flamingo Chicks is breaking new ground – on 
a shoestring, we’ve created a radical new 
programme that is changing the lives of 
hundreds of children and their families. 
We’re now showcasing our creation to policy 
makers and others so that, together, we 
can change the lives of thousands more.
We exist to help create a world where every disabled child enjoys their right to access services, 
support and opportunities so that they can realise their full potential.

Flamingo Chicks works to achieve its vision in four main ways: 

1. Inclusive dance school for children 
We celebrate what our children CAN do, not what they can’t. 
We have all kinds of children in our classes including children 
who are visually impaired, those with autism, cerebral palsy, 
Downs Syndrome and other complex needs. We also support 
children with illnesses, such as those undergoing treatment 
for cancer. Our service is particularly valuable to children with 
profound and multiple learning disabilities, where there is very 
little support available. Importantly, we also welcome children 
without disabilities.

2. Peer-to-peer support community 
We provide a community where parents and carers can talk, 
share stories and swap tips both inside and outside of classes. 
We create opportunities for parents and carers to interact, from 
paddleboarding to meals out. 



3. Intergenerational volunteer programme 
Our committed and inspirational volunteers lead our work. 
We’re passionate about creating an intergenerational community 
so work with volunteers of all ages, particularly encouraging 
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experience for our volunteers, offering practical support such as 
transport and buddying them up.
 
 
 

4. Showcase for change 
We showcase our work to encourage others to use our 
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together. We challenge perceptions of what disabled children 
can do and shine a positive light on the abilities of our wonderful 
young people.



The problem we’re tackling

“Exercise is essential for all children and never more so 
than for children with additional needs. Flamingo Chicks 
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esteem. Watching the children enjoying themselves and 
exercising gives me lots of satisfaction as a children’s 
physiotherapist and I am very pleased to know there are 
classes like these.” 
 
Jenny Lowther, Paediatric Physiotherapist at Brainwave. 
Jenny observed and participated in classes during the Autumn term.

The story in numbers

   770,000 disabled children in the UK

of families with disabled children feel so isolated that it has 
caused anxiety, depression and breakdown1 

 
38% of parents of disabled children said their child ‘rarely’ or 
‘never’ had the opportunity to socialise and mix with children who 
aren’t disabled2 

80% of disabled people are currently not active but seven in ten 
want to increase the amount of physical activity they take part in3 

Over 25% of people say they rarely come into contact 
with disabled people

1 Contact A Family
L% M5/#2,$%*26%N+1(,%N5"E,3%LB&D
3 English Federation of Disability Sport



Lily-Grace’s story
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“Flamingo Chicks has changed 
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coming to terms with her 
diagnosis, one of the many 
things I mourned for was how 
would my little girl dance? 
Before we found Flamingo 
Chicks we were so despondent 
at the lack of opportunities for 
her to take particularly in an 
environment that could safely 
accommodate her needs.Young 
people with vision problems 
often feel socially isolated.”

Excluded children
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disabled children in the UK is unacceptably low. We have to address this urgently, not least 
because studies show that a lack of physical activity contributes to increased levels of anxiety 
and depressionD. In addition, disabled children are often isolated, with few opportunities 
to interact with others. All too often children are excluded from social and physical settings 
because of their needs and associated behavioral issues. Plus, children are often stuck in a 
constant routine of hospitals, doctors and treatment, with no chance to forge friendships and 
feel part of something. 

Isolated parents 
Families of disabled children suffer too. Little support is available to parents and they can 
feel isolated and overwhelmed with the challenge of caring for a disabled child. Isolation is 
particularly prevalent among fathers. According to Scope, 63% of fathers say they cannot easily 
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son or daughter has severely affected their relationship with their partner, with many breaking 
down through stress, tiredness and lack of time with each other.
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Our aims

“For parents, Flamingo 
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seeing our children interact, 
learn new skills, be valued 
for what they can do and 
not focus on what they can’t 
do. It gives us hope for a 
future where integration 
really does exist.” 
Samantha Williams, 
parent of Florence, aged 5

Flamingo Chicks strives to change the 
way the world sees disabled people and 

the way disabled people see themselves. 
We champion disabled children’s right to 

participate in dance. We also seek to enrich 
the lives of those around them – the 

parents, carers and volunteers. 
Finally, we want to change systems and 

practices to ensure disabled children enjoy a 
healthy, fulfilling life.

 



To keep us focused, we’re guided by a set of 
clear aims to work towards:

For disabled children, we aim to:
\% Provide a fun, rich experience for children, by translating a version of 

ballet that is accessible to all, regardless of disability
\% ]/("1E,%+;.)6",2K#%/,2$*)%7,))?,.240%.2+",*#.24%$;,."%+12!6,2+,0%#,)<>

esteem and resilience at critical times of their development
\% Improve children’s physical wellbeing, such as body awareness, muscle 

strength, postural alignment and core stability
\% Reduce social isolation among disabled children
\% R.E,%6.#*?),6%*26%212>6.#*?),6%+;.)6",2%$;,%+;*2+,%$1%.2$,"*+$%6.",+$)30%

so they are each more aware of others and can show kindness and 
understanding

For parents and carers, we aim to: 
\% Improve support for parents and carers, by connecting them to the 

people who understand their situation best of all – other mums, dads and 
carers of disabled children 

\% Improve the wellbeing of parents and carers, by giving them a rare 
chance for respite while their children dance

For volunteers, we aim to:
\% Enrich the lives of volunteers, by providing them with an outstanding 

volunteering experience where they learn new skills and feel supported
\% Reduce social isolation amongst older people in our communities, by 

encouraging them to pass on their skills, experience, knowledge and 
time 

\% ^<<,"%*2%,J+.$.24%,2$"3%(1.2$%.2$1%E1)52$,,".240%.2#(.".24%!"#$%$./,%
volunteers to start their volunteering journey

For the wider world, we aim to:
\% End discrimination against disabled children, by raising awareness of 

7;*$%.#%;*((,2.24%*/124%$;,%4,2,"*)%(5?).+%*26%6,+.#.12>/*8,"#%
\% Change perceptions of disability, by showcasing what disabled children 

can do  
\% Dismantle barriers to inclusion, so that schools, health facilities, public 

transport bodies and others encourage disabled children to participate 
alongside their peers



INCLUSIVE BALLET CLASSES
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and other cities where children learn the art form of ballet. We 
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background or need. Our programme can help a child work 
through emotional change or trauma, or who wants to improve his 
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or behaviour. We use a radically different way of teaching ballet to 
others, with the following features: 

FULLY INCLUSIVE: Ballet is a great leveller and there is a role 
for all children, regardless of ability. We believe there are huge 
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disabled children to our sessions. Every child is welcome to 
experiment with dance and rhythm regardless of any additional 
needs they may have. Most importantly, it’s a place where parents 
feel comfortable bringing their children – it doesn’t matter if their 
child wanders around during class, makes noises or whatever. 
Everyone is welcomed, loved and accepted. 

INNOVATIVE: We use a whole host of sensory equipment to 
,2*?),%+;.)6",2%$1%(*"$.+.(*$,0%#5+;%*#%9*#;+*"6#%<1"%+;.)6",2%
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Together with the children, we’re constantly trying to develop 
new ways to communicate, particularly to those who are unable to 
communicate verbally. 

What we do

“I feel very proud to be a part of 
Flamingo Chicks and I have loved every 
minute of volunteering. I thoroughly 
enjoy watching the children make 
new friends and grow throughout the 
classes. Flamingo Chicks has the ability 
to change children’s and their parents’ 
lives and I feel so grateful to be part of 
such an amazing organisation which has 
put so many smiles on children’s faces.”
Freya, 20, Legal Assistant & Flamingo Chicks Volunteer



ASPIRATIONAL: All too often programmes for disabled people can be 
unimaginative and don’t have warmth and a ‘can do’ attitude. In contrast, we 
deliver immersive sessions in fun and creative ways. We’ve translated basic ballet 
positions and moves into language children can recognise, remember and pick 
5(-%X1"%,J*/(),0%$;,%!"#$%(1#.$.12%7.$;%<,,$%.#%`(.aa*%<,,$b:%

TAILORED: Our dance helpers work with each child individually so all children 
interact with our programme on their own terms. A child with autism for instance, 
may be more inspired by the characters within the stories we tell rather than the 
dance itself. And a child who is visually impaired may be more inclined to explore 
the music.

COMMUNITY: Critically, although we work with children individually, we can 
accommodate a range of different needs without prejudice or segregation, 
allowing the children to feel part of a vibrant, supportive and positive community. 
Older children often take the younger ones under their wing, allowing them to 
nurture a sensitivity and kindness towards others. Each child wears a Flamingo 
[;.+8#%$>#;."$%*26%$5$5%$1%+",*$,%*%#,2#,%1<%?,)124.24%*26%.6,2$.$3-

All of this means a Flamingo Chicks session is a place where everyone feels 
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make it possible for children to achieve far more than their parents and carers 
could ever dare to dream.

SPECIAL EXPERIENCES & PERFORMANCES
The needs of the children mean we don’t work towards grades but focus on 
trips and performances. These not only make the children feel special but also 
provide a tangible goal. Performances show the children how they’ve grown in 
+12!6,2+,%*26%7;*$%$;,3KE,%*++1/().#;,6%?3%),*"2.24%*%"15$.2,%>%.$%*)#1%*))17#%
family and friends to share in their success. From performing at 10 Downing 
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TASTER CLASSES 
Such is the demand for our dance school, that we have over 100 families 
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we’re inspiring other organisations to run our programme or versions of it. We 
run specially designed ‘taster’ ballet classes to encourage and equip schools 
and other organisations to run our classes. They might then run the classes 
themselves or invest in us to run the classes for them. 



DISABILITY WORKSHOPS
We run workshops to improve awareness of disability among children in 
mainstream schools. These sessions give children the chance to experience 
what it would be like to have a disability. For example, children use cloudy 
glasses to demonstrate impaired vision or carry out tasks using a wheelchair. 
Our workshops challenge children’s perception of disability. 

PEER-TO-PEER SUPPORT NETWORK
We’ve built a vital community of support where parents and carers can come 
together and help each other with practical tips, emotional support and 
friendship, helping them to care for their disabled child. During lessons, 
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swapping tips whilst enjoying therapies such as massages. Outside of class 
we put on a wide range of events bringing together parents and carers.

VOLUNTEERING TO STRENGTHEN COMMUNITIES
Our work is only possible because of our talented and generous volunteers. 
They do everything, from assisting the children in classes, to offering 
free massages to our parents and carers, knitting comforting toys, taking 
photographs or assisting with administration and evaluation. We believe 
that people are capable of extraordinary things and are able to become 
outstanding volunteers. To help them, we provide training for our volunteers, 
teaching them things such as Makaton, disability awareness and coaching. 
We regularly meet with our volunteers individually to provide support and 
make sure they’re having an exceptional experience with us. 
 
We are particularly interested in recruiting older volunteers. Approximately 
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the next year. Older volunteers bring value to the lives of the children and 
gain so much in return. 

As our volunteer Elsie explains:

“I don’t have any 
grandchildren so don’t have 
the opportunity to interact 
with young people any more. 
Being a part of Flamingo 
Chicks is the highlight of my 
week. It’s nice to feel part of 
something and valued too 
– I think being that bit older 
I can be a good ear for the 
parents when they need to 
talk.”



What we achieved in 2015

“Flamingo Chicks knows that 
helping children to enjoy dance 
is about far more than physical 
!"#"$%&'()%(*"+,&(%-(!./+0(
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communication skills and self-
esteem. Flamingo Chicks has 
inspired a team of volunteers to 
make sure that children are able 
to dance alongside their friends 
regardless of their disabilities.”
Prime Minister David Cameron

We are so proud of what 
we have achieved this 
year, not least because we 
operate on a shoestring 
budget. But what we 
lack in money, we more 
than make up for in the 
energy and commitment 
of an amazing team of 
volunteers.



With the support of our 
wonderful volunteers, we’ve 
achieved the following in 2015: 

Our achievements for children:

150 classes and 
workshops, an increase 
of 500%%<"1/%LB&D

1200 children between 
$;,%*4,#%1<%C%*26%&Z%
attended our classes

22% of children did not 
have any disability, an 
outstanding achievement 
for us, highlighting our 
passion for inclusivity 

35% of those 
attending classes 
were boys

100 families apply for 
,E,"3%&'%+)*##%()*+,#

4 cities hosted our classes 
– Bradford, Bristol, Cardiff 
and London

1000 people attended 9 
very special performances 
(including a United Nations Summit 

and a performance at Number 10 

Downing Street)

42 children’s lives 
changed with every 
£1 raised

Our achievements for parents, carers and 
volunteers:

12 parent and carer 
socials and events, 
from paddle boarding 
to assault courses.

100 volunteers aged 
&F>AD%",45)*")3%#5((1"$,6%
us, plus a wider volunteer 
network of over 250 

£46,800 equivalent 
donated in time by 
our volunteers (based 
on UK average wage 
f&C-FB(=;g

1 Point of Light 
Award from the 
Prime Minster for 
our commitment to 
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Our impact
“So much more than a dance class, Flamingo 
Chicks is a lifeline for families. It’s a welcoming, 
safe space for children with additional needs 
to have fun, make new friends and explore 
what their bodies can do – whilst enabling 
parents to come together, swap tips and share 
ways to cope; helping us though the journey 
of parenting a disabled child. It’s the most 
incredible place – full of love and warmth, it has 
literally changed our lives for the better.” 

Julie Smee, Mum to Issy, aged 8.

We’re passionate about making a difference to the lives of disabled children, their parents 
and carers and the volunteers that support them. It’s the reason we exist. So it’s important we 
understand the impact that we are having on their lives. At the end of each course, all children, 
parents and carers complete a questionnaire and we interview many of them to hear their 
stories of Flamingo Chicks’ impact. We’ve discovered that we’re having a profound impact on 
people’s lives, becoming a lifeline for many families. 

Our impact on children:

We’ve changed how children think and feel about themselves and their lives. We’re so proud 
that 100% of children who attend our classes say that Flamingo Chicks makes them feel ‘happy’ 
and ‘better than before’. From analysing feedback from surveys and interviews it’s clear that our 
71"8%;*#%+",*$,6%$;",,%/*.2%?,2,!$#%<1"%$;,%+;.)6",2h

The children experience improvements in their physical and mental wellbeing, 
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told us;

“I love the dancing and the music. Also the dressing up. It makes 
me feel good about myself.” 

The children feel less isolated in their world and more connected to other people. 
For example, Frank, aged 10, told us;

“My favourite thing about Flamingo Chicks is everybody being 
friends together.”



Both of the above will, in the longer term, enable the children to work towards 
more independent lives.

Perhaps the biggest testament to our success is that a large number of our 
(*"$.+.(*2$#%iLLWg%61%21$%;*E,%*%6.#*?.).$3-%]$K#%#1%"*",%<1"%212>6.#*?),6%(,1(),%$1%
choose to participate in a programme created for disabled people. We know that 
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appealing to all children, regardless of ability. 

Our impact on families and carers:
We’ve been overwhelmed by the response of parents and carers to Flamingo Chicks. 100% 
of parents and carers would recommend Flamingo Chicks to others. Parents and carers are 
very positive about the impact of Flamingo Chicks on their children. For example, 100% said 
+)*##,#%./("1E,6%$;,."%+;.)6K#%#1+.*)%6,E,)1(/,2$%*26%+12!6,2+,-%[".$.+*))30%<*/.).,#%<,,)%/1",%
supported, with people to turn to who really understand their situation and a place to take 
their children where they feel safe and not judged.

Dads:
Flamingo Chicks has had a particularly powerful impact on the fathers of disabled children. Our 
work has helped fathers to connect with other fathers, so they can share the challenges they 
face in caring for a disabled child and learn from each other. Phil and Gareth, fathers of Poppy 
and Mary, shared their experience with us: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“Since Flamingo Chicks I have taken up a more positive and sociable attitude. I have been able 
to handle stress and the pressures associated with caring for a disabled child better – it has 
enabled me to make new friends with other Dads going through the same thing.”

Phil Maclean, father of Poppy, aged 9 

“For many parents it’s $;,."%!"#$%1((1"$52.$3%$1%?,%(*"$%1<%*%
community that really values them and considers all of their needs. 
It has been great to meet with other Dads through the social events 
$;*$%X)*/.241%[;.+8#%1<<,"-%X1"%/,0%X)*/.241%[;.+8#%;*#%",6,!2,6%
inclusion and the care, support and affection for the Flamingo 
Chicks and their families is truly amazing.”

Gareth Jones, father of Mary, aged 6



Flamingo Chicks is also making a difference to the lives of the brothers and sisters of disabled children. 
In the words of some of their parents:

`]##3%.#%A%3,*"#%1)6%*26%;*#%
chromosome abnormality and 
developmental delays. Tristan, her 
brother, is 3 years old and both 
love being part of the Flamingo 
Chicks inclusive dance school. On a 
practical note, as a parent, it makes 
organisation of children much easier 
if they can both be involved. BUT, 
on a much, much more important 
note, Tristan experiences his sister 
?,.24%+12!6,2$%7.$;%6*2+,%*26%
music and has her support in 
class, while for Issy, she has the 
opportunity to teach and guide her 
younger brother. A perfect match.”

Mike Smee, father of Issy, aged 8
and Tristan, aged 3.

“Until recently my two daughters 
were at the same school but 
_,*$".+,0%A0%;*#%#$*"$,6%*$%*%#(,+.*)%
school this year and so Flamingo 
Chicks is the only thing that they do 
together. It is so important for their 
relationship as sisters to have this 
shared activity and it really helps 
jE.,0%'0%$1%526,"#$*26%$;*$%$;,",%*",%
other families like ours. During class 
they are just two little girls doing 
ballet and this really helps them to 
see each other as equals.”

Kate Newman, mum to Beatrice, aged 8 
and Evie, aged 5.

 Siblings



We work hard to provide our volunteers with an outstanding experience at Flamingo Chicks. 
We’re so proud that 100% of our volunteers would recommend volunteering at Flamingo 
Chicks. We’re impacting the lives of our volunteers by enabling them to develop new skills, 
/,,$%2,7%(,1(),%*26%?,%/1",%+122,+$,6%$1%$;,."%+1//52.$.,#-%ZLW%1<%X)*/.241%[;.+8#%
volunteers say they’ve learnt new skills. Our efforts to develop volunteers are paying off – for 
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Dance Teachers.

Here’s what a couple of our volunteers had to say about their experience:

“Flamingo Chicks is so rewarding. I love spending time with the children 
and the experience has also boosted my professional skills. I’ve learnt how 
$1%,24*4,%7.$;%(,1(),%1<%*))%*4,#%*26%?*+84"1526#0%/3%+12!6,2+,%;*#%
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job.”

Natalie, 27, General Manager at Lloyds Bank

“Seeing the smiles on the childrens’ faces and the enjoyment they get out 
of it is wonderful to see. It’s very special to watch the parents being able 
to see their children in a totally different light. I love doing the music and 
;,)(.24%7.$;%(".2$.24%*26%*6/.2%>%]%),26%*%;*26%.2%7;*$,E,"%7*3%]%+*2:b

Richard, 68, Retired 

 Our impact on volunteers



Our partners 
“Flamingo Chicks classes are a joy to behold, and it is wonderful to see 
these youngsters developing such a passion for ballet. Dance should be 
for everyone and these classes meet a real need in our communities. I’m 
excited to be lending my support and helping this excellent initiative to 
reach even more people.”

Tamara Rojo, English National Ballet

We know we won’t be able to achieve our vision alone. So we’ve developed relationships 
with organisations that share our vision and are able to play an important role in helping us 
to achieve it. Here we highlight three partners who have been instrumental in our success so 
<*"%k%$;,%j24).#;%d*$.12*)%_*)),$0%,H5*).$3%+*/(*.42,"%l1#*),,2%M1".*"$3>N.//126#%^_j%*26%
Bristol’s New Fosseway School.

English National Ballet

The English National Ballet (ENB) has been very supportive of our work. Artistic director and 
Prima Ballerina of the ENB, Tamara Rojo, has become our Patron. We’ve been fortunate that 
staff of the ENB teach for Flamingo Chicks. The ENB has run visits for the children so that they 
can meet real life ballerinas. One of the highlights for the children is having the opportunity to 
go on stage at theatres, try on costumes and do other things to understand what it’s like to be 
a professional dancer.

Rosaleen Moriarty-Simmonds

Rosaleen has been involved in many disability organisations and, after a lifetime of 
+*/(*.42.24%<1"%".4;$#%*26%,H5*).$3%<1"%6.#*?),6%(,1(),0%#;,%7*#%*7*"6,6%*2%^_j%.2%LB&'-%
Rosaleen became our Patron and is providing us with her campaigning experience and 
connections to others working with disability issues.
 
Rosaleen explained her decision to support us; 

“Flamingo Chicks does such fantastic work. Disabled children and children 
with other complex needs are often isolated, as are their parents. These 
classes give them not only the chance to simply have fun and make new 
<".,26#0%$;,%<1+5#%12%.2+)5#.12%/,*2#%$;*$%*23%+;.)6%+*2%$*8,%(*"$%>%/5+;%
needed when disabled children are so often ‘othered’ and not catered for in 
mainstream activities.”



New Fosseway School
X)*/.241%[;.+8#%#$*"$,6%71"8.24%*$%d,7%X1##,7*3%N+;11)%.2%_".#$1)%.2%LB&'-%l,#(126.24%$1%$;,%
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the public and classes in schools, either within the syllabus or as an afterschool club. We were 
#1%("156%7;,2%X)*/.241%[;.+8#%7*#%*7*"6,6%d,7%X1##,7*3%N+;11)K#%N$*"%U7*"6%.2%m5)3%LB&'%
in recognition of our contribution to their school. 
 
Paula Morris, Interventions Higher Level Teaching Assistant, explains the impact of Flamingo 
Chicks on New Fosseway School;

`^5"%&V%[;.+8#%;*E,%+)*##,#%,E,"3%M126*3%>%315%+*2K$%/.##%$;,/%.2%$;,."%
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great progress they have all made. In May the group took part in the 
Flamingo Chick’s Annual Show with an audience of over two hundred 
(,1(),:%S;.#%,E,2$%7*#%.2+",6.?)3%#5++,##<5)%*26%/*6,%5#%E,"3%("156%1<%
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group next year and would very much encourage other schools to consider 
*%#./.)*"%("14"*//,-%S;,%(;3#.+*)%*26%7,))>?,.24%?,2,!$#%$1%15"%+;.)6",2%
have been huge.”



Working with Flamingo Chicks
We are passionate about working with others to achieve our vision, in the UK and beyond. 
Those who’ve worked with us have been impressed with the impact of our programmes. Below, 
$71%1"4*2.#*$.12#%>%O,,2%Q126120%*%+;*".$3%#5((1"$.24%6.#*?),6%+;.)6",2%$;*$%"52%X)*/.241%
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“It was a joy to observe a Flamingo Chicks session and the team is doing the right things well. 
]$K#%4",*$%$1%#,,%$;,%("1E.#.12%<1"%(*",2$#%$11%>%*26%",+142.$.12%1<%;17%./(1"$*2$%$;.#%.#%>%*2%
hour to connect with each other and know their children are happy and looked after.”
Julia Williams, Club Development Manager, Access Sport

“Flamingo Chicks provides a fun and inclusive setting for the children attending KEEN London 
to explore movement and expression. The teacher is able to differentiate for all of the different 
abilities and the classes have enabled us to run school holiday sessions which we have not 
(",E.15#)3%?,,2%*?),%$1%1<<,"-%^5"%+;.)6",2%;*E,%?,2,!$,6%<"1/%52.H5,%,J(,".,2+,#%$11%k%#5+;%
as getting the opportunity to perform at Number 10 Downing Street.”
Nicole Curtin, Keen London

If you’d like to partner with us to transform 
the lives of disabled children please do get 
in touch.



What’s next for us
We have achieved so much in the last two years. We aim to change even more lives in the next 
$71%3,*"#-%S1%61%#10%7,%;*E,%!E,%(".1".$.,#%$1%45.6,%5#h

BECOME A MOVEMENT
We will evolve from an organisation to a movement creating social change. 
We will run a campaign, #BalletnotBarriers to promote the rights of disabled 
+;.)6",2%$1%,2I13%?*)),$%*26%1$;,"%*+$.E.$.,#%$;*$%212>6.#*?),6%+;.)6",2%,2I13-%G,K))%
empower the children, their families and the volunteers who support them to 
become agents of change, helping others think differently about disability.

LAUNCH ‘AGENTS OF CHANGE’   
Each year children we work with will apply to become a ‘Flamingo Chicks Agent of 
Change’, a young campaigner representing the voices of other children. 
They’ll play an important role in dismantling barriers to inclusion. They’ll speak at 
;.4;%("1!),%,E,2$#%#5+;%*#%*$%n172.24%N$",,$%1"%$;,%c2.$,6%d*$.12#0%7".$,%?)14#%
and advise Flamingo Chicks on our campaign strategy. They’ll also play a major 
role in shaping Flamingo Chicks, such that the children we seek to support lead 
our organisation.

INCREASE AWARENESS OF OUR WORK
We will showcase our work to many more people and organisations, in order to 
#+*),%$;,%X)*/.241%[;.+8#%/16,)%*26%.295,2+,%6,+.#.12>/*8,"#%$1%$",*$%6.#*?),6%
+;.)6",2%<*.")3-%G,K))%#;17+*#,%15"%$,+;2.H5,#%$1%("1<,##.12*)#%.2%$;,%!,)60%#5+;%
as teachers, occupational therapists, physiotherapists, and social workers. We’ll 
target mainstream schools, county fairs, universities, central Government and the 
United Nations. 



GO GLOBAL with GLOBAL CHICKS 
We will take our proven model to challenge the perception of disability in 
countries where those with disabilities are persecuted, shamed or shunned. 
G,%7.))%)*52+;%15"%!"#$%("14"*//,%.2%R;*2*0%12,%1<%$;,%71"#$%()*+,#%.2%$;,%
world to be disabled. We’ll identify suitable local organisations to work with 
and support them to adapt our Flamingo Chicks model to their local context. 

OPERATIONAL STABILITY
Whilst we’ve moved so fast these past two years, and have exciting plans 
for the future – we pride ourselves on sustainable growth. We have strong 
<1526*$.12#%.2%()*+,%#1%$;*$%7,%+*2%,2*?),%15"%71"8%$1%915".#;-%]2%LB&F0%
among other things, we’ll add to our team, increase our supporters, create 
",#15"+,#%<1"%$,*+;,"#%*26%E1)52$,,"#%*26%6,E,)1(%*%#3))*?5#%>%$;,%E,"3%!"#$%1<%
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Stories of Ella & Sophie

We wanted the final 
words of our report to 
come from the families 
and carers of the 
children we exist for. 
Ella and Sophie’s stories 
reflect the stories 
of so many of their 
peers - gifted children 
facing tough challenges 
inspired to realise their 
potential through 
Flamingo Chicks.   



ELLA’S STORY
Ella is 8 and has cancer. As a result of chemotherapy she is hearing and 
balance impaired. She has been with us from the start. Here the people 
in her life explain the impact of Flamingo Chicks on Ella:

j))*K#%$,*+;,"0%X.12*0%,J()*.2#h%`j))*%;*#%4"172%.2%+12!6,2+,%/*"8,6)3%#.2+,%$;,%?,4.22.24%1<%
this year. She was previously a little shy and her movements quite small. She now introduces 
;,"#,)<%+12!6,2$)3%*26%.#%8,,2%$1%$,))%$;,%+)*##%*))%*?15$%;,"%7,,80%#(,*8.24%)156)3%*26%+),*")3%
7.$;%)1$#%1<%#/.),#-%N;,%+1//52.+*$,#%7,))%7.$;%;,"%<".,26#%6,#(.$,%;,"%;,*".24%6.<!+5)$.,#%*26%
is happy to work with a partner. No longer needing to hold hands with her helper means she 
+*2%#1/,$./,#%71"8%.26,(,26,2$)3-%j))*%+*2%*+;.,E,%!"#$%(1#.$.12%7.$;%*"/#%*26%<,,$0%#;,%+*2%
bend her knees and achieve a plié, she can turn on Demi pointe, do a curtsey and demonstrate 
6.<<,",2$%632*/.+#%i.-,%#;*"(%;*26#%1"%#1<$%!24,"#g-%N;,%,E,2%+",*$,6%*%/1E,%<1"%15"%n172.24%
Street dance with minimal guidance and showed the rest of her group.”

Ella’s helper Sue says; “Since meeting and helping Ella at Flamingo Chicks she has grown 
.2%+12!6,2+,%*26%*?.).$3-%X"1/%?,.24%#).4;$)3%*((",;,2#.E,%*?15$%I1.2.24%.2%#;,%217%<5))3%
engages with all aspects of the class. 
I personally have received so much pleasure in sharing her enjoyment, she has an amazing 
#,2#,%1<%;5/15"%*26%7,%)*54;%*%)1$-%N,,.24%;,"%915".#;%*26%?,.24%(*"$%1<%$;.#%;*#%4.E,2%?*+8%
to me much more than I could have imagined.”
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been through so much, glow with such delight at being the centre of attention for something 
other than her cancer. Ella absolutely loves Flamingo Chicks – it gives her the opportunity to 
do something she wouldn’t be able to do normally and we’ve seen a marked progress in her 
+12!6,2+,%*26%(;3#.+*)%*?.).$3-%X1"%5#%*#%;,"%(*",2$#0%.$K#%?,,2%4",*$%$1%/,,$%1$;,"%<*/.).,#%
and make new friends – being able to swap tips or contacts can be invaluable in caring for our 
6*54;$,"-%G,KE,%*)#1%?,,2%$1%#,E,"*)%X)*/.241%[;.+8#%4"172>5(%,E,2$#0%$;,",K#%*%)1E,)3%#,2#,%
of community.”



 Ella’s story in pictures



SOPHIE’S STORY 
5-,*/"(/&($3"(4#0(/&(-#(%*"(4.%/&6(&,"1%7.6(4#0(*4&(&"#&-78(
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Sophie’s teacher, Hannah, explains: “Sophie used to wear ear defenders and was very anxious 
7;,2%#;,%!"#$%+*/,-%P,"%+12!6,2+,%;*#%./("1E,6%6"*/*$.+*))30%#;,K#%21%)124,"%#+*",6%*26%
now completely immerses herself in the session. She will happily join in without needing her 
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George Moden, Sophie’s Mum explains the impact of Flamingo Chicks on her daughter’s 
life: “Before coming here we were totally isolated as Sophie wouldn’t go anywhere without 
#+",*/.24%*26%+1E,".24%;,"%,*"#-%N;,%;*#%4"172%#1%/5+;%.2%+12!6,2+,%>%.$%7*#%$;,%!"#$%$;.24%
she was brave enough to do without me clamped to her side. It is the one place she can run 
around and be free and be herself without having to worry about who is friends with who and 
how to navigate social situations, no one looks at her like she’s got two heads because she acts 
differently sometimes.”  

“Flamingo Chicks has also changed my life. It is through contact with other parents who are 
41.24%$;"154;%$;,%#*/,%$;.24%$;*$%]%4*.2,6%$;,%./(,$5#0%,2,"43%*26%8217),64,%$1%!4;$%<1"%
what we needed. I now have got friends who understand and we get to go on play dates with 
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understand.
 
It has also helped me raise awareness in school so other parents are far more understanding 
and tolerant, not just of us but of other families with additional needs and disabilities. 
]K6%2,E,"%;*E,%;*6%$;,%+12!6,2+,%$1%$*)8%$1%$;,/%*?15$%N1(;.,K#%2,,6#%?,<1",%).8,%$;*$-b



 Sophie’s story in pictures
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